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Seattle, V.ash. May 00.- 'That do you do when you get frozen in the ice? Play

cards or sa.oke, if you are not asleep?" These ar.! th:3 questions aost often asked of

Dr, H. U. Sverdrup in charge of the scientific work of the Ar:.undsen polar expedition,

that leaves here for the north on June 1.

Dr, Sverdrup smiles in answer. For ll.onths hs and Capt. Poald Ai:,undsea, dis-

coverer of thl South Pole, have bean planning the scientific work of this v3Jrture

that ray last six or seven years and will result, if all gos well, in their ice-

bound vessel the "Maud" drifting with the arctic ice across th3 rorth Pole to tha

Atlantic. After Dr. Sv,:•rdrup has told the inquirers of the thousands of scientific

observatioas that arn cont7Implated, they wondor why the ":.aud" carries a piato,

Phonograph, and other recreational facilities. "The only thing I a.. afraid of r4-

garding the expedition is that we will no be abl.e to acso.aplish more than a fraction

of what we want to do, because the work ahead of us does not stand in a reasonabls

relation to tiv., personnel vhich has to carry it out" says Dr. Sverdrup.

Since the "Maud" arrived at Seattle on August 31 of last year, after three years

of isolation fro al civilization, Dr. Sverdrup has been arranf,ins..! for the scientific

equipment of the coming expedition and he and Capt. A....undeen have enlisted tha supl.ort

of many scientists and research institutions of this country.

The principal object of the Amundsen expedition is to study the physical conai-

tion of the 2000 fathoas Arctic sea, and much time will be consuLed by deterwinina

the depths, taaperatures, salinities and currents of that great ocean. But alonw

With the oceanographic work, observations on weather conditions both at ths surface

Of the ice and in the upper air will be aade, the 1:,egnetism of that part of th earth

Will be recorded by laborious and delicate methods, and even the solar radiation
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durieg the arctic day, the ica radiation during the arctic night) and the ter
pera-

ture variation of the ice covering the sea will be studied. The scientifIc ctaff

of the Vaud will have the unique opnorturity of eaking exact observations of 
gray:.

over a very deep sea by methols that are as exact as these made on land.

Radio and the airplane will aid the exploration. Vareless will keep the ex-

plorers in touch with ci-vilization, and beginning in October when the vesse
l reaches

far enough noeuh, a deily 7:eather radiegraL. will be sent to the U. S. Weat
her Bureel.

in Vashington. Radio tire signals frore America will replace ela'eorzete 
astronomical

observations forr_erly necessery to deterrine longitude. Capt. Amundson will have

an airplane and expert aviator on board. By ajr ore geographic exploration will

be accomplished in a few hours than would be poselble in days of sledging. 
It is

planned to extend the flights 200 miles ea!:..h side of the vessel, end the flying will

take place in the suer or the first part of the sutie,er, r:hen the tere
perature is

agreeable.

APIPPSUIS PRFSEYT VENTURF
F0LLOV;S FOUR YEAPS' ARCTIC VOYAGE

This is not the first venture of the ul:aud" carrying Capt. Soald 
A:Lundeen

his party into the arctic.

Captair Amundser's expecUtion left Norway in July 1919. The plan was to follow

the Russian and Siberian coast eastward te about 150° to -IV° east longitude, to

penetrate as far north as possible in this longitude, and let the
 "laud", especially

built for this expedltion, freeze in there. Tho vessel we.s then to be carried by

the drifting ice fields across the ?olar Sea until it was released fro.. 
the grip of

the ice between Spitsbrgen and Greenland, where the ice :,asses free. the 
Arctic

are viowly drifting south to the Atlantic Ocean. kAindsell's plan is not new in the

history of arctic exploring; the drift across the Polar Sea-was, as is we
ll known,

accoeiplished by Fritjof Nansen with the "FraLn in 1993-1896.

The greatest discovery bade by Fritjof Nansen was, no doubt, that that the

Polar Sea, contrary to the co.elmon belief, was a very deep sea, 2000 fatheLx or i..ore.

This discovery opened a large field for ir.portant oceanographical investigations
,

bat unfortunately Nansen was not prepared upon Lecting with these great depths, so

his oceanographical observations, although extratholy valuable, are not entir
ely

satisfactory.

Capt. Amundsen's plans for this expedition 7ere published in 1908, two 
years
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after his accomplishment of the Northwest Passage. Many eiremsta,aces, however,

delayed the execution of his elans, but, finally, Amundsen 'Na . able to le,eve Norway

on board his new vessel, with a persengcl in all of ten men. He foun:l. that it is

considerably easier to follow the neith coast of Siberia on a map than actually to

do ic, The "ff.veed" socn met heavy ice, but succeeded in penetrating to Cape Chelyu-

skin, the north point of the ccntinert, where further projress was stopped absolutely

by the ice and the expedition had to seek winter quarters close to the coast. Al-

though this meant a prolongation of the Expedition for at least one year, the ex-

plorers greeted it with enthusiasm, bectuse rinteriez there enabled them to carry

out a nuEber of investigations in a place which had hardly been touched by former

expeditions.

turing the Yinter they elad e observations of barometric pressure, temperature,

humidity, and wind, end the magnetic docl:Ination, and the t.des. They succeeded in

constructing from miscellneous Laterial on board a tidal gauge which operated

satisfactorily.

Tho ice hold the expedition bound for a whole ye:er, lass one day, at Cape Chal-

yuekin, Then Capt. Amundsen hoped to succeed in beginning eo drift. He wanted,

however, to send the scientific observations home, to prevent their loss in case the

vessel was crushed by the ice. They were entrusted to two en, who were to brine, thc:

there to the nearest settlement, the Russias wireless stetio.1 at Dickson Island,about

600 /idles to the southwest. Along the coast, which they v,ero to fellow, three cache

with provisions had been left by former expeditions. The plan seemed safe, but unex-

pected events happened. Capt. Amundsen did not succeed in beginning the drift, and

the "baud" reached Nome safely in July, 1920, but the two men who carried our ob-

servations lost their lives. With them all the records from the self-registering

instru.eents were lost, but copies of the absolute observations fortunately had been

made and kept on board the vessel.

In September, 1919, when the "Naud" proceeded to the east, the ice conditions

were still more unfavoreble than in the summer of 1918. Every attempt to penetrete

to the North was frustrated, and at the and of the month there was nothing left but

tc seek a new place for winter quarters at the coast. Thus it happened that the

"Maud", in the winter 1919-1920, was frozen in about 700 eiles free Bering Straits

at the island Ayon.

It was during this winter that Dr. H. U. Sverdrup, in charge of the scientific

work of the expedition, lived seven and one-half months the only white man among a
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little known tribe of natives, called the deer-Chukchi who are a ncmad rac
e follew-

ing their herds of domesticated reindeer.

In July 1920 the "Maud" was rsleased froti. the ice, and Capt. PaJandsen procesdcd

to Nome to gat additional equip.kent for the drift. Hera four L.en left. Ths expedi-

tion had already lasted almost as lent,. as they expected then leaving 
Norway. With

three copanions, Anaandsen left No.;:e on AuFust 8, 19a0, with the intention 
of taking

soae natives on board frog.. the Siberian coast, and, if possible, begin 
the drift.

But now the ice hardly peraittcd hiL to vet inside the Bering S
trait. Eighty lAlas

from the Strait, the "Maud" was closed in, and had to winter for
 the third tire.

The scientific vork during this last wintering was h
aFered, partly on account of

the small number, partly by, the sevre weather conditions. 
Registrations of the

meteorolovical °lea:ants and the tides were kept up, and 
in addition, magnetic, as-

tronomic, hydrographic, and pilot-balloon observations vere c
arried out. The iain

results, perhaps, were attained on a sledge trip which two 
menters made along the

coast. They were away from the ‘Taud" for two and one-half nanths, 
and covered

about 1200 Liles.

In SepteLber 1920, the propeller was broken and the shaft daLaged i
n the struga

gle against the ice, so that in the sumner of 1921 the "Maud" had to b
e sailed to

Seattle for repairs.

Now Capt. Amundsen is making another attempt at placing the "Yaud" 
in the

northward-moving arctic ice and this time he hopes to be su
ccessful.

BALLOO':. RACE BLENDS

SCIENCE 'CjTH CHANCE

Milwaukee, Wis. The winning of the national balloon race starting 
here

Y.say 31 vi1lbe largely a matter of skill in applying L,etoorologi
cal scisnce, accord-

ing to Lt. T;:illiaL E. Connoly of the Army Air Service, op
erations officer for thc

three army balloons which will compete with two navy and 
eig,ht civilian gas bags for

national honors and to repressnt this country in the 
international race at Geneva

Auv.ust.

This is the first race in the United States to start so far 
IlDrth and all the

tear.s are eagerly awaiting the final observstions of the 
goverment experts which vii

furnish the data upon which the aeronauts will 7ork to outwit
 the weather. This in-

famation ray decide whether they are to be swept into the wilds
 of Canada to meet

hardships like those which last year befell Licuts. Klocr, Hinton,
 and Farrell, or 7-s•

to be carried further back into this country to encounter 
other dangers.
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The winning balloon is the one which lands farthest from the starting po
int

Any intentional stoppage constitutes the final landing. In cases of unintentional

stoppage the flight must be resumed within 15 minutes while any descent on 
water and

help from a boat disqualifies.

The balloons are all of the sa..e capacity, made of standard material, and ac-

cording to the rules are required to use coal gas, but special permission has 
been

given the Navy to use helium in one of its entries. The performance of this balloon

Will be aatched with special interest as this is the first time helium gas has been

used in such a competition.

The equality in regard to size, design, and equipment of the big bags makes the

race largely a question of skill in handling in relation to the air currents. While

the design of the free balloon has changed but little in over one hundred years,

great advances have been made in meteorological science. The 1920 winner Was a

trained meteorologist who completely outdistanced the othr contestants although he

landed sooner than any of them.

NEWS OP THF STARS

How Hot are  the Stars?

By Isabel M. Lewis,
of U.S. Naval Observatory.

The photosphere, or radiating surface of the sun, it has been estimated, has a

tleperature of 6000 degrees Centigrade and even at very moderate solar depths this

increases to 10,000 degrees Centigrade. In the cyclonic whirls of sunspot vortices

the temperature of the rising columns of gas diops ae a reeult of rapid expansion to

something like 3,000 degrees Centigrade. Yet at the base of these whirling vortices

it is believed that the temperature lies in the neiFhborhood of 20,0 degrees Centi-

grade, and in the depths of the sun a temperature of millions of degrees is prol.ele

attained.

In the comparatively cool sunspot regions v.here the tempereture is approximate-y

that of the hottest source of terrestrial heat,-the electric furnace-certain refrac-

tory chemical compounds exist, such as the oxides of titenium and L.auiesiva. Tha

.red giant stars, Betelgeuse and Antares among others, at one and of the chain of

stellar evolution and the red dwarf stars at the other end have spectra that are very

similar in some respects to the spectra of sunspots. They reveal the presence in

these stars of oxides, chiefly of titanium, and of carbon compounds. The temperatures
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O f these stars ara estimated to be about that of the svnspot regions or 
between

3,007; degrees and 4,!7"00 degrees Centigrade.

Stars that show nureerous metallic lines in their spectra, such as 
Pollux and

Arcturus, come midway between the deep red cdants and dwarfs and the 
solar type

Centim'ade
Of which our sun is one. They average about 4,000 degrees or 5,000 degrees in 

sur-

face temperature.

Stars of the so-called solar type such as Capella and the sun 
average about

6,000 degrees Centigrade in temperature. The metallic lines in the spectra of 
these

stars are less pronounced than in the later metallic types, and 
consequently the stars

are hotter.

The hottest of all stars are the white hydrogen stars and
 the intensely luminous

helium stars. Among these stars we number the well-known
 Sirius and Vega and Rigel.

Their temperatures lie between 10,000 degrees and 12,000 
degrees centigrade.

In all instances these are the temperatures that prevail at 
the radiating. sur-

faces of the stare. 'How high the temperature rises within the 
depths of the star's

interior where abnormal r!onditions of pressure and temperatur
e must exist it is Lora

difficult to determine but it is believed that it must run as 
hir!h as several million

degrees.

The range of the surface temperatures of all the stars appear
s to be confined

between the comeartively narrow limits of 3,000 degrees to 12,000 
degrees Centi-

grade. Stars below 3,000 degrees in surface temperature would 
probably fail to s'rinc

as luednous bodies while stars with surface temperature in exces
s of about 12,000

degrees eentigrade would be so excessively hot that they ,ould suffer disintegration

as a result of the intensity of radiation pressure. Such stars would soon be sur-

rounded with nebulosity as so many of the intensely brilliant heliure
 stars are or

unstable internal conditions might result in the productioil of a Nova.

BROADCASTS

Radio  News of the V;aek

pAnr METAL TANTALW
APPLIED TO RADIO

Chicago. Discovery of hitherto unknown properties of the metal taLtalur.

and of a way to work this formerly baffling element, which :ay f
ind coueercial app2i-

cation in the apparatus used in charging storage batteries and the p
erfection of

vacuun: tubes for radio sets, has been made after six years experimenttion by Prof.

Clarence Balke, formerly of the University of Illinois, in the Research Laboratory
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pf tha Farwteel Products Company, according to Poland Webster, secretary of the

coLpany in North Chicago.

The fcur outstanding fe:Itures of this metal which have attr?.cted attention in

scio:Ltifis ciicles as offering an acivartageolls substitute for tungten lnd Lolyb

in -7,.ny c1es of r:ork are its high melting point, its resivtlanco to the streng..?st

acids, its ability to rectify electric currents, and its absorption of gases.

Do not rely on the books for the prorertie7s of tant3.1ur., Webster warns, T"

tables say this metal is hard, while Prof. Balke has found that it ic relatively soft.

Several of the other physical constants re shown to be in error rcause of these in-

vestigations,

Experiments are nor being tAade to datemin(' the practicability of using this

in -z..aking vacuu., tubes. The trouble with the presnt vacuu.:. tube is that the

air is not coLpletely exhausted and gasses are formed•vAthin the lamp which reduce its

efficiency. It is clair.ed, these interfering gases would be absorbed by the tantalLL..

or converted into non-gaseous coi_pounds and a more Afficlent tube prAuced. This

would probably e:Aend the range of the radio and inprove the quality of the toite.

Storage batteries could be charged with an alternating current -hich

changed into a direct current by means of this metal.

Tantalum was produced in Germany before the 7:ar, but, the German patents taku

over by this goverment did not reveal the real secret of how to handle it. Some

of the difficulties of viorkIng, it may be seen from the fact that it has to be pro-

duced in a vacuum and that a. its high melting point, about 2,750 degrees Centigr6de,

there is no container which can withstand the heat necess.7tr,: to rcduce it.

These difficultio-, gave the element the nlr„e of tantalur.. becuse it had the saL:e

tantalizing effect upon scientists who tried to work it as did the receding water

and lucious fruit which were always just out of rerch of th't LytLological sufferer

Tantalus.

The ores from 7.hich the new metal is obtained formerly verz. secured frcai Aus-

tralia, but have been found in North Dakota, South Dakot,7, rorth Carolina, and Ken-

tucky.
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(This is Dr. Slosson's weekly what on Science Sieplified.)

BYRON'S BLUNDER 

By Dr. F.E. Slosson

Ridicule is the handiest weapon for knocking a new idea on the head and it ..ez

often effective. Yet sometimes it may survive or in later tie_es revive and then

the ridiculer becones ridiculous.

A curious instance of this is the attelept of Lord Byron to laugh out of 
life

certain infant ideas that were beginning to attract attention in his tiLe.

In his outburst of poetic spleen, "English Bards and Scotch RevieTars" 
he under-

takes to expose four popular fallacies in four lines:

"7hat varied wonders tempt us as we pass.'

The cowpox, tractors, galvanisle and gas,

In turns appear, to make the vulgar stare,

Till the swollen bubble bursts and all is air!"

Lord Byron, being above the vulgar throng, was not to be taken in by 
such non-

sense and pointed out that they were mere passing fads.

Yet, Sozehow, they did not turn out to bc altogether hot air but have 
settled

down into sober science. In the cowpox inocculation we see the beginning of a new

era in medicine in which diseases were to be fought with nature's own antidotes;

the first attempt to attack a specific malady veith a specific preventative. Tcdey

we have many cases where the physician can hit directly at an invading virus with

a counteractant. But opponents of vaccination still survive although smallpox,

thanks to vaccination, has become largely extinct.

Vhat Byron called tractors have long since gone out of fashion. Even the word

is now applied to something -uch reore recent. Tractors then were apperatus used

to fix the attention of men and women and throw them into a sort of trance. This

is what we now call "hypnotism". It has been shorn of its early eccentricities and

extravagancies and isenow admitted to the most respect:1)1c of psychologies. Its

fundamental principle, auto-suggestion, has been found to be the key to many a

mental mystery.

What galvanism has done for the world we all know. The galvanic cell is part

of our daily life and we could hardly do without it. It runs our electric automo-

biles and doorbells, our telegraphs and telephones. It produces the soap and

bleeching powder that clean our clothes.

What a chorus of laughter greeted the suggeetion that London might be lighted

by coal gas! Sir Walter Scott called it a "pestilential innovation" that nobody
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but a umadE:an" .eould propose. Napoleon who usully turned a kindly ear to scien-

tific novelties said it was "une grand,: folio". Anylody with coiemon sense could

lee that it was absurd to think of lighting a city with scleethrpr, 
that could no' 1:7

seen, felt or weighed.

Yet gas came in and illuminated our lives for a hundred years 
until it was

superseded by soe.ething still more intangible - electricity - which 
could not even

be smelled. Although gas has nov - gone rather out of fashion as an illuminant, it

is being used !Lore than aver as a fuel and may in tie.e displace the heavy 
and dirty

lue.ps of coal in power plants and hoes.

These were the four permanent contributions of science to civilization which

Byron picked out as follies of the dity soon to be exploded. As old De Morgan said

in his fascinating "Bundle of Paradoxes": "It was hard lines to select four candi-

dates for oblivion not one of whom got there".

But before you got too conteLptuous of Byron see if you are pny better in the

valuation .of contemporary achievement. Write down four ideas and innovations of

the present day that, you regard as bubbles that will soon burst and. four thet yeu

think will persist and grow in ireportance. Put your prophesies in an envelop erd

place it in the hands of your children or a. library to be opened in 2022. At that

tiLe you will either be hailed as a wonderful prophet or be reade the text of a

screed like this.

What we should learn from Byron's blunder is not credulity, not incredulity,

not that internediate and lazy state of mind which says of every novelty "there

sees to be soi,.ething in it". Our mental attitude should be that of skepticism;

not in its modern meaning of"distrust" but in its original sense of "examination".

Vhen the Greeks invented the term "skeptic" they meant a :an who used his eyes to

look into things, not one who sut his eyes to any innoVation.

RECLAIM ALKALI LAND
BY USF OF AUL

Washington. . Many tracts of fertile land in the West which have become
unproductive after a few years of irrigation because the water no longer soal:s 11.nte
them may be reclaimed by the use of alum to neutralize the alkalinity of the soel,

Carl S. Scofield of the Bureau of Plant Industry has discovered.

This tefusal of the soil to take water is due to gelatinous silacates, chiefly

sodium silicate or water glass, in the soil and is overcoiee by treating with alum
which occurs in extensive deposits in several places in the West. Alkaline soils
have been treated with as reuch as one per cent of crystalline alure without bad ef-

fect on plant growth.
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ALL FORUS OF nATTER
UDE OF TWO ELECTRICAL UNITS

L. new picture of the elements is being painted. Two simple units, the positive

and the negative electron, arc the only components of the myriads of complicated

substances in the world about us. Dr. W. R. Whitney, director, Research Laboratory,

General Electric Company, in a publication of the agineering Foundation to be issued

soon, explains man's new conception of stuff and the simplification of the idea of

seventy or eighty distinct atoms.

Such names as electrons and atomic structure do not convey to the mind inherent

relationship with radio, radium and X-rays; but a proper view of matter as it is now

understood can most readily be pictured by getting the connection among sonic such

group of present-day subjects, says Dr. Uhitney. We are now forced to 1001: at all

matter as composed of identical, small, electrical charges, which dote:mine the na-

ture of chemical elements and compounds by their numbers and arrangements. An atom

the ultimate particle of a particular substance - becanes more like a solar system

than like a solid. The vrae of the atomic space is mainly unoccupied, but through

it the forces act which are attributable to electric charges within.

Becquerel, who found that a certain uranium ore emitted an invisible ray capable

of passing through black paper and still affecting a photographic plate, was partly

responsible for our new views. Soon afterward the Curies discovered radium, and this

was shown later to be a naturally decomposing -,tom. Several other decaying elements

were also found. During decomposition mall electrical quantities were continually

discharged.

Similar discharges had already been observed in other fields, but were not

understood. For example, when the filament of a lamp is heated in a high vacuum,

negative electrinal charges are emitted and current thus crosses the ampty space.

This had early been noticed by 2dison. It was not until after discovery of radium

that the true natu7o of these "electrons" was perceived.

When these. little units of negative electricity flow within a wire, they c:,r-

stitute the electric current, When, by high temperature, they are emittcd frol: a

metal, they are called thermions. Then they pass through a gas with sufficient vo-

locity, their rpacts decompose molecules, and the greatly augrnnted flow of thc r:-

suiting charglid particles produce the common electric arc. When they flow through a

vacuous space, under the influence of a high electric force, they are called cathode

rays. When their motion is stopped by impact in the surface of a solid, the sudden
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change of motion starts an elcotre-ragnetio wtvo, - an X-ray (just as a
 drum beat

sets up a sound wave in air), and when they surge up and doan a 
wireless antennae,

they produce the long wireless waves through space.

When constituent electrons are arranged in the groups called 
atoms, all pro-

perties seam determined merely by geography, or orientation. 
Apparently such old

established things as chemical activity and valence are due to 
the number of elec-

trons which occupy the outer surfaces of the groups. The shooting electrons of the

cathode ray, stopped by the platinum or tungsten target, produce
 the X-rays, which

by reflection in crystallized natter, disclose its atomic 
arrangement and thus _lead

to better understanding of many physical prcperties.

Since decomposing elements emit electrons, since heat drives 
them from filaments,

since gases and air yield them on impact in arcs, since statically 
charged bodies

carry them and lose than (as a car gains or loses passengers), 
it is logical that all

electric currents are attributed to their motion, all static cha
rges to differences

in concentration, and all matter to balanced combinations of them.

GA:3 FRO7.1
RUNS MTGLITES

Washington. Gas pyoduced from seuage is being used to run engines

at the sewage disposal works of Birmingham, England. E:rperiments made by John D.

Watson, chief engineer, have provee successful, according to reports tr
ansmitted

throurh tcnsular .channels.

The sludge from the sewage, after it has undergone a certain amount 
of sedi-

mentation, is fed into a septic gas producing tank, which is furnished with an
 air

relief valve. The sludge is not aerated before it is used. The gas thus obtained

contains about 60 per cent of methane or marsh gas, and is of high calerific valu
e.

It averages as much as 675 British Thermal Units per cubic foot, which compares 
ver::

favorably with coal gas with 600 British Thermal Units per cubic foot.

Mr. Watson calculates that two tons of sludge will prcduce the gas required

to give 150 horse-power hours, and that the total power available at that particular

station could be raised, if necessary, to 6000 horse-power hours daily. The gas pro-

duced at the plant is employed in driving a twenty-five horse-power gas engine, whieh

in its turn, works a centrifugal sludge pump. The exhaust from the engine in pessrl

through pipes traversing the septic tank to supply heat and hasten the fo=aticl; of

gas. Samples of gas taken for analysis in cold weather had a higher calorific value

than those taken in warmer weather, a fact 'which would seam to indicate that a wa:m

climate is not essential for gas production.
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DO YOU KNT; THAT -

The white, fur with black tipped tail known as "ermine" comes from 
the mountain

veasel, an animal which lives by sucking the blood of the animals it kilis.

The average production of the cows of the United States is about 4,000 
pounds of

milk and 160 pounds of butterfact a year, while the average cow in some 
other coLea-

trios produces almost twice as much.

The total Korean silk cocoon crop for 1921 amounted to 663,265 bushels.

Small water-fleas have been known te,lie for forty years in dried mud, without

losing their power.of actively living when the mud was again moistened.

DO YOU nor; THAT -

Farm work generally throwhout tha United States has been delayed this spring

one to three weeks on account of unfavorable weather and flood ccnditions.

In the United States thirty different states have one or more oil refinerie4.

Texas leads with 118 refineries completed or in process of construction.

While we think of cave-men as rough customers, naturalists tell us that most

of the cave dwelling animals are weakly, nervous, and delicate.

The average quantity of cabbage seed required for the production of a carload

of cabbage is about one pound.

DO YOU KNOt- THAT -

From the roots of the dahlia a sugar is obtained which is sixty per cent sweet-

er than cane sugar.

A nev, record of twenty-five feet per day advancing an eleven fact, three inch

section tunnel has been establithed at Pried Heading on the Eetch Hetchy, California

water supply project.

If the microscopic blood cells of a healthy adult were arranged 9ide by side

theywoulc. make a ribbon that ..ould coLepletely encircle the earth.

When the President takes a cruise on the "Ylayflov..er" a weather map made up en-

tirely of radio bulletins is prepared for him each day.
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/ DO YOU !TOW THAT -

Tars and tar products are fast replacing mineral oil for surfacing roads.

The Entomological Club of Madison, Wisconsin, recently"attendadu a radio lecture

on "Bugs and 'Antennae", delivered by the State Entomologist of New York at Schenec-

tady.

There are thirty million grade and scrub dairy animals in this country and less

than a million purebreds.

Railroads of the United States receive fror:. neariy six times as much

freight as frol., agriculture, nearly four times as much as from nanufactures, and

between six and seven times as much as from the products of forests.

DO YOU KNOW THAT -

The oldest aeronautical laboratory in the United States from the point of view

of continuous service is that of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Health score charts are being used in school rooms for the determination of the

physical condition of the children attending school.

The forests of Eastern Poland contain ,500,000,00C cubic feet of timber avail-

able for exploitation.

The big wheel-shaped fan placed at the top of the air-shaft of a coal mine for

ventilating the mine is sometimes designed for blowing air into the mine and
times for drawing it out.

DO YOU KNOW THAT -

The copper roof on old Christ Church in Philadelphia is in as good condition
today as when puton in 1749.

The manufacture of wooden heels in Chile is an industry of increasing importance ,

The typical clover region of the United States occupies the northeastern part,

extending west ihto Minnesota and south approximately to the Ohio River and Eason and

Dixon's line.

Alaskan salmon fisheries yield products worth about $40,000,000 annually, give

employment in normal seasons to about 20,000 persons, and represent an investment of

approximately $70,000,000.
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FRAGMENTS OF SCIrNCE 

No animal has been so highly extolled on the one hand as a paragon of virtue,
and on the other so roundly condemned as an unriticated nuisance as the domestic
cat, which has been associated with man for upwards of three thousand years. --
Prof. Francis H. Herrick.

By studying fish, we may be enabled to sustain or transform existing industries
or develop new ones, thus adding enormously to the resourees of society, we r,aef
throw additional or even new light upon problems of develepment, al)57a1 distribution
and evolution, and we may help to diffuse more generelly interest in ard knowleege
of a group of animals second only to the domestic animals in impertanne and, taken
in connection with their setting, unsurpassed ia beauty and esnletic interest.--
Albert W. C. T. Herre.

The effective power of a great number of scientific men may be increased by or-
ganization, just as the effective power of a great number of laborers may be in-
creased by military discipline.-- Elihu Root.

Lack of good English, of business sense, and of understanding of men are teest
frequently mentioned by practising engineurs as points of weakness in the graduaes
of the engineering schools.--Charles Riborg Mann.


